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MILAN NOW
Understated and
under-appreciated

STATE OF PLAY
Golf openings from
around the globe

SOCIAL WORK
Chef Jason Atherton’s
growing empire
LA CONFIDENTIAL
Eveningwear for
the summer heat

INTERESTING TIMES
The most provocative
Venice Biennale yet

essentials

THE SUPERLATIVE SELECTION
A curated miscellany of the distinct, the decorative and the desirable

A CAR FOR ALL SEASONS
Renowned for its “Outlaw” restorations of classic Porsches, Oregon-based EMORY MOTORSPORTS has now
produced the AllRad, raising vintage cool to a whole new level. Melding a 1964 356C body with a1990s
911 chassis, this is an all-wheel drive designed to cope with wintry conditions, despite its surprisingly light
weight of just 975kg. Powered by an Emory-Rothsport Outlaw-4 engine, which the company developed to add
horsepower to the 356, style matches substance: the titanium roof rack and Pirelli Ice Zero tyres on powdercoated wheels add to the frosty chic of the graphite-blue bodywork. emorymotorsports.com

Inspired by the most
revered of Japanese warrior
traditions, the GRAF VON
FABER-CASTELL limitededition Samurai comes
in ruthenium and black
editions, each with a handinscribed 18kt gold nib.
graf-von-faber-castell.com

18 NetJets

Made in collaboration with master
engraver Malcolm Appleby, this
walnut shooting companion by LINLEY
features two lead crystal Trafalgar
decanters. davidlinley.com

Presented in a veneered oak box,
this writing set is part of ST DUPONT’s
Seven Seas collection, a tribute to
ocean explorers and the vessels they
sailed in. st-dupont.com

CHAUMET has introduced

more “masculine” pieces
in its Liens Évidence range
such as these men’s rings
in rose gold with links of
red and green lacquer.
chaumet.com
The intricacies of fine watchmaking and its
components are preserved and honoured in
the remarkable sculptures of BERD VAY’E,
including this Horosphere. berdvaye.com

COURTESY OF THE VENDORS

LEICA Sport Optics Ultravid 10x42
HD-Plus Customised binoculars combine
the brilliant colour rendition of fluoride
lenses with titanium-colour magnesium
housing. leica-camera.com

A lover of nature and the great outdoors, designer
TESSA PACKARD has produced this stylish,
yet functional, Grouse Decanter. tessapackard.com

19 NetJets

essentials

For the quick break: part of the
Merge collection, the short trip
expandable case from TUMI is ideal
for an extended weekend away.
tumi.com

For the executive trip: GLOBE-TROTTER’s Caviar
trolley case features a gunmetal-grey, high-gloss,
metallic finish and suede-style lining, designed for the
businessperson on the go. globe-trotter.com

For the long haul: the
spacious OGIO Alpha
Convoy 526s Travel Bag
is made from Cordura
Eco fabric. ogio.com

For its latest men’s
scent, DS & DURGA
conjures fragrances
of a Japanese forest
with top notes of
cedar, incense and
sawara cypress.
dsanddurga.com

A combination
of high-tech and
haute joaillerie, the
ARMILLION bracelet is
a beautifully devised
contactless payment
and multi-key device.
armillion.com

20 NetJets

For travelling light: FBM has released a
Makrolon polycarbonate version of its allaluminium Bank collection. fpm.it

ALEXANDRA LLEWELLYN’s Silver Pheasant backgammon travel set comes in mars-green and black

leather, with a print of the eponymous bird’s feathers. alexandrallewellyn.com

With only 200 bottles released, River
Dawn eau de parfum from FLORIS
evokes the Avon as it flows through
the English countryside. florislondon.com
The deluxe stainless steel stand by ACQUA
DI PARMA holds the ergonomic razor and

COURTESY OF THE VENDORS

soft-bristle brush of the Barbiere collection.
acquadiparma.com

On the beach or poolside,
FRESCOBOL CARIOCA‘s Classic Linha
and Cocacabana prints make a
splash. frescobolcarioca.com
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